
 

 

 

 
Exceptional Leadership in Times of Change 

 
In today’s unpredictable pandemic world, we have a choice as leaders: to survive and get through it, or 
to thrive and position ourselves and our organizations for the opportunities that exist in the “next 
normal.” Leaders at every level will require a new worldview and set of tactics to thrive in these 
uncertain times—and beyond. 
 
The Gratitude Network is a globally recognized leadership development organization that works with 
growth-stage companies and global social entrepreneurs to enhance CEO skills and strengthen their 
leadership teams.  We have two central programs.  The GOLD program works with leaders at mid-
sized, growth-stage companies.  Our year-long Fellowship targets social entrepreneurs around the 
world who are working with children.  Our organization has worked with nearly 150 CEOs in the past 
five years, and our team has hundreds of years of collective experience working with organizational 
leaders. 
 
In the Spring of 2020, we interviewed and observed several dozen CEOs and HR leaders of growth-
stage organizations (both for-profit and not-for-profit). We have learned: 
 

● What great leadership will look like as we emerge from this economic and health crisis. 
● What elements are vital for excellent leadership through and after this crisis. 
● What leaders need to do to create their best possible future. 
● How leaders can best prepare themselves and their organizations for success in this new reality. 
● How leaders can create organizations that thrive rather than survive. 

 
We hope that in reading this paper you will:  gain some insight into leadership issues and strategies to 
manage them in the pandemic and post-pandemic world, find the work of The Gratitude Network 
interesting and deep and reach out to Gratitude Network to explore customized solutions foryour 
leadership development needs. 
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Great leaders have a keen awareness of their own personal leadership strengths and limitations. They 
recognize the team dynamics within their leadership ranks, as well as the managerial and executive 
leadership challenges of their organizations. This white paper addresses each topic in turn: personal 
leadership, team leadership and organizational leadership.  
 

● Personal 
○ How leaders behave now will not only affect their legacies as individual leaders but will 

also have ripple effects for their employees, company, and stakeholders. 
○ Most of us are accustomed to change but don’t have all the tools required to adapt to 

the change. 
● Team 

○ Communication is crucial; leaders must make recognition an integral practice to capture 
the attention of the team, the organization and senior leadership. 

○ Decision models are being disrupted by virtual work. 
○ When individuals feel disconnected from the team, it is difficult to work collaboratively 

and remain motivated. 
● Organizational 

○ Organizational leadership is not just about readiness; it is also about building the future 
that the organization wants. 

○ Leaders should be clear about where their organizations are going but flexible in how 
they get there. 

○ Leaders need to build the capacity for resilience into their organization so that it 
continues to function in the face of change. 

 
These points are addressed in more detail throughout this piece. 
 

 
PERSONAL LEADERSHIP 
 
The strongest leaders with whom we’ve worked know their leadership style, understand their 
strengths and weaknesses, and set an example for others by embracing their own wellness and 
resilience. During a crisis, leaders must continue to manage others, while adapting their leadership 
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style to match the situation. One thing is certain: how leaders behave now will have long-term 
implications for the people they lead.  
 
Adapting Personal Leadership Style in Times of Change 
Good leaders understand that working on their leadership style is an investment in their future success 
and in the future story they hope to create. Teams are inspired or weakened by the actions of the 
leader. 
 
A leader’s success is contingent on a strong understanding and self-awareness of their own emotional 
intelligence and empathy. Why are empathy and self-awareness so important in today’s environment? 
 

● Great leaders model appropriate behavior and guide their teams to define and respond to new 
realities. 

● Great leaders have significant responsibility toward those they lead. In a challenging and noisy 
landscape, leaders need to adjust, adapt, and remain flexible. 

● Virtual interactions demand a different level of self-awareness. 
● Great leaders are purposeful and aware of the messages they are sending with their physical 

presence, their voice, and their timing. 
 
Great leaders know their EQ (“Emotional Quotient”) strengths and use those strengths to lead and 
influence. They are aware that everyone experiences crisis in a different way. Fears, uncertainty, and 
economic instability may create significant stress for employees.  Addressing these stressors and giving 
teams time to share them will create trust, which is imperative as leaders show the way to the defined 
future. 
 
Empathy is a core component of EQ. Successful leaders understand the importance of empathy and 
know how to build an empathetic dialogue. True empathy requires deep listening, and this deep 
listening can be the foundation for establishing greater connections, trust, and highly engaged and 
productive teams. Leaders who listen and allow time for focused thinking enable employees to 
participate in upcoming changes and to help define the future. Empathy and vulnerability build trust 
within teams. Leaders who are transparent in their actions, communications, and expectations and 
show vulnerability succeed in building strong and resilient teams. This transparency is demonstrated by 
behaving in a way that aligns with one’s values and expectations. Transparency, consistency, and 
access to leaders are key components in building trusting, authentic relationships and loyalty to the 
organization and its mission. 
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Self-Care and Work-Life Balance 
During times of change, stress creeps in. Many of us have experienced a lengthy day of virtual 
meetings, difficult personnel decisions, cash-flow issues, and more. In this difficult environment, self-
care and work-life balance at the individual level are key. Perspective and balance ensure the proper 
footing for a strong personal leadership style and set a positive example for a leader’s team and 
organization. 
 
A variety of actions can bring about this balance and enable a healthy work life, such as: 

● Managing stress and setting boundaries 
● Making time for exercise 
● Making time for family 
● Enjoying moments of humor 
● Practicing mindfulness, yoga, and/or meditation 
● Play--improv theater, coloring, hobbies, crafts--just a few examples 
● “Just taking a break” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Great leaders know when enough is enough. They take time to gain perspective from balancing their 
work with other key aspects of life and appropriately modeling it for their teams. 
 
  

   

CASE STUDY: A Bay Area tech leader that Gratitude supports has realized that her autocratic style 
from previous years is failing to work in a distributed work environment. She has been forced to 
identify and adapt her leadership style significantly and learn to delegate and trust people to get 
their work done. Where previously she would micro-manage on key projects, she now has more 
frequent meetings that are focused more on outcomes rather than processes. The team is asked 
to hold one another responsible. She has specifically re-cast herself as “coach” to her team 
members, frequently asking them, “What can I do to help support you in getting that done?” 

CASE STUDY: Many of the leaders that the Gratitude Network has worked with have reported unique 
opportunities to focus on their personal development and life balance during the pandemic. One 
leader shared that his work from home was difficult for his young children to understand (they didn’t 
realize he was “at work” and wanted to play all day long), so he has begun to block in calendar time 
specifically for his children each day. Several leaders have reported they are exercising, meditating 
and reading more, or have dedicated extra “found” time (from reduction in commute times) to 
learning experiences, such as attending courses, taking a Master Class, or learning new yoga 
positions via YouTube.  
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TEAM LEADERSHIP 
 
Effective and strong leaders navigate teams through tremendous change by creating an inspiring vision 
of the future, setting goals and clear expectations, and providing concrete feedback in the real and 
increasingly virtual world of work. Leaders of high-performing teams know that decision models—how 
teams interact and problem-solve—have been disrupted by virtual work. 
 
Strengthening and Maintaining High-Performance Teams in a Changing Environment 
As with personal leadership, trust and transparency are core elements of high-performance teams, 
especially in times of change. In addition, the ability of a team to hold itself accountable and commit to 
the direction the team leader has set is critical to success. 
 
Searching for solutions, identifying best practices, and creating the ideal working environment through 
team discussions will ease stress and build trust within a dispersed team. Leaders will need a new focus 
on enhancing engagement and managing productivity from afar. 
 
Feedback and recognition in times of change are even more important than ever before. Leaders must 
capture the attention of the team when offering feedback so that all will experience it, and it is readily 
visible to all levels of the organization. To do this, leaders must engage their teams, perhaps seeking 
new ways to recognize and reward as a regular practice. As they are adapting and creating new ways to 
work and build cohesion, engagement can be more difficult with remote teams. 
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Great leaders are skilled at providing frequent feedback (both positive and constructive), clarifying 
priorities and goals, and recognizing ingenuity and creativity, along with showing understanding and 
compassion for those just getting through difficult realities. New technology and tools (Platform 
15Five, Office Vibe, Survey Monkey) enable leaders to better manage feedback cycles. 
 
Agile Management of Virtual Teams 
Virtual (or distributed) teams are being forced to learn new ways to communicate and get work done. 
For many, the world of virtual teamwork is new and includes video conferencing and other team 
communication tools and apps that may be unfamiliar. Allowing time for creativity and being aware of 
virtual burnout are new parts of enhancing team performance.  
 
Successful leaders both create opportunities for team-building and set professional expectations. 
These professional expectations include modeling, demonstrating agility and adaptability, and 
providing coaching and feedback. Such leadership is critical in building the new team culture and 
reducing stress. 
 
Virtual work disrupts decision models and changes decision-making levels. Agile leaders have the 
ability to identify who is in the best position—at the specific point in time and with the right 
information—to make the best decision. Great leaders know when to step aside and allow others to 
lead; they provide opportunities for team engagement in the creation of the future. No one likes being 
changed, but participating in creating the future leads to commitment to rather than reluctant 
compliance with the changes and decisions that are made. 
 
 
 

  

CASE STUDY: One organization the Gratitude Network supports has historically operated in 
“distant/remote” mode. Consequently, the quarantine has not caused significant disruption to 
the team’s normal operating mode. However, recognizing the taxing, unusual circumstances, 
together with changes in routine (children at home 24/7, spouses working at home, stress, 
ambiguity, fear), the team began meeting twice as frequently as during normal times. In 
addition, meetings early on in the crisis began with check-ins to assess how everyone was doing 
personally. Finally, the team embarked on a self-assessment process to ultimately create the 
strongest teamwork experience any of the team had participated in. Rather than “hunkering 
down” in the crisis, the moment was taken as an opportunity for intense team development. 
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Teams need to be included in defining the next normal and then developing pathways to align with the 
future direction. Great leaders encourage their team’s voices in decisions made about the future, 
which will lead to enhanced support of new goals, objectives, and changes. 
 
Clarity of Vision, Purpose, and Focus 
Clarity, for purposes of this paper, encompasses team and organization-wide leadership, focusing on 
meticulous and insightful strategic planning and product & service pivots. 
 
Clarity of vision, a clear expression of the future, and well-articulated goals and expectations give 
organizations structure and build trust. When change comes suddenly, great leaders articulate an 
inspiring vision of the future and create a path for others to follow. 
 
Successful leaders are purposeful and aware of the messages they are sending with their presence, 
their voice, even their timing, and must be able to manage the change created by this socially distant 
world of employees, teams, suppliers, and customers. 
 
Authenticity, confidence, context, and openness play a key role in managing team priorities, 
engagement, objectives, and interactions. 
 
Even for teams for whom remote work was an integral part of their prior functioning, the imposition of 
the fully virtual team changes the landscape in dramatic ways. Increased ambiguity about near-term 
and longer-term goals can drive teams off-track and away from the core mission of the organization. 
Now, more than ever, goals and expectations should be communicated clearly and updated frequently. 
Short-term goal-setting to keep work on track, performance metrics that are connected to the new 
reality, and virtual work accountability should be priority discussions among leadership teams. Not 
everything is equally important, but what is most critical should be clearly identified, articulated, and 
measured. Clarity of priorities sets the team on a track for success.  
 
Communicating—even over-communicating within teams—is a must. As one CHRO advised, “Leaders 
must be a part of the transformation by communicating up, sideways, and down. Be included and be 
inclusive.” Communicating often and authentically ensures that the team is on the same page, despite 

  

CASE STUDY: One Gratitude Network alumna, based in one location, with much of her program 
personnel in a distant area, has completely pivoted her usual reporting patterns. She has 
instituted daily phone calls and brainstorming to address what seemed like endless discussion 
without resolution.  The problem-solving sessions have become group/team problem-solving, with 
communication heavily ramped up. 
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being virtual, and ensures that the team is able to understand, commit to, and engage in the direction 
set by top leadership. According to George Bernard Shaw, “The single biggest problem in 
communication is the illusion that it has taken place.”  Communicate, communicate, communicate. 
 

 
 
ORGANIZATIONAL LEADERSHIP 
 
An organization’s vision, strategy, and work environment may be forever changed by COVID-19. In 
times of immense change, great leaders set a vision and strategic goals that enable the organization to 
capture opportunities and manage challenges as quickly as possible. How leaders engage, motivate, 
and proactively lead their organizations in the present with a vigilant eye to the future is perhaps the 
most significant leadership element of all. We found that great leaders are proactive and intentional 
during a crisis. This begins with repeated and focused communication. 
 
Proactive Planning and Intentional Leadership During a Crisis 
Leaders we spoke with are paying attention to their organizations and were quick to recognize and call 
into discussion new opportunities and challenges brought about by crisis. They recognize that 
managing in a crisis and managing remotely require new levels of patience and engagement with 
teams and departments throughout their organizations. These leaders also recognize the need to be 
prepared to manage transitions to new work environments. They are learning how to manage 
employees’ issues, fears, needs, and eagerness or reluctance to work in the “next normal.” 
 
The strongest leaders are proactive and intentional about embracing new ways of assessing 
productivity and accountability of teams, setting new or different performance standards for the 
organization, addressing concerns, and creating supportive options for Zoom fatigue or the need to 
balance childcare/school responsibilities with work. They also recognize increased needs for 
infrastructure (tools and platforms) to connect teams across the organization. 
 
Great leaders are the anchors of positive corporate culture and seek to support that culture as it 
adapts to change. They understand that the tools and rules that are applied in new scenarios must 
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work with and within the culture of the organization. At all times, strong leaders recognize the 
importance of organization culture. 
 
Through our interviews, we’ve identified six factors that great leaders use to keep their corporate 
culture alive. These factors are not exclusive to organizational leadership but permeate personal and 
team leadership as well. 
 
PLANNING & READINESS: Organizational leadership is not just about being prepared, it is about 
building the future that the organization needs. So much has changed during this health and economic 
crisis; enhanced planning will serve the organization as it develops new business models and employee 
engagement. 
 
INCLUSION: Inclusion is especially challenging for virtual teams. During these times, our differences 
may become more apparent: those with childcare concerns vs. those without young children, 
introverts vs. extroverts, those who are tech-savvy vs. those who prefer in-person communication. 
There are different ways to view a problem and its solution, and different teams within a company may 
observe or experience things differently. All of this creates a unique opportunity to enhance inclusivity 
on multiple levels in an organization. Great leaders include multiple perspectives and input when 
imagining the future. When diverse viewpoints and voices are included as the change happens, that 
change will be better received. Successful leaders will focus on their own change-management skills 
and seek partners and coaches to drive positive change while building an inclusive environment in the 
organization. 
 
EMPATHY: Great leaders understand that organizations are made up of people; empathy is the new 
leadership superpower. This goes beyond recognizing stress triggers and anxieties. Great leaders 
create trust and confidence by watching, listening, and taking time to understand. They know there is a 
reciprocity of trust in true communication. Great leaders lead with heart, mind, and experience. Of all 
these corporate culture factors, empathy especially plays a key role in all three leadership levels: 
personal, team, and organizational. 
 
CURIOSITY: Great leaders encourage and develop curiosity within the organization. This ensures the 
best aspects of past and current environments will be considered in future work planning. Successful 
leaders create positive change by looking at what is currently working, seeking employee feedback, 
and taking deep dives into everything from work practices, to work balance, to performance. 
 
FLEXIBILITY: Great leaders are clear about where their organization is going but flexible in how they get 
there. They understand that a variety of skills and strategies is needed to embrace change. Great 
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leaders are vulnerable and able to admit they may not have all the answers to questions about the 
future and, therefore, can encourage their team to raise concerns and consider multiple constructive 
solutions. 
 
RESILIENCE: Great leaders create an environment of resilience for themselves, the individuals in the 
organization, and the teams that drive the work. This is a matter of considering possibilities and 
imagining a great future while removing boundaries to new ways of working and thinking. At the same 
time, leaders remain mindful that not everything goes as planned. Getting mired in what we wanted or 
what should be is never healthy. 

 
Strong Communication and Clarity in Times of Change 
The COVID-19 world produces a magnitude of uncertainty: How long will recovery take? Will we 
recover economically and socially? What will the supply chain look like? When will customers come 
back? Are our services still viable? Will employees have what they need to be successful? A mantra of 
“resist certainty; embrace clarity” is a valuable addition to a leader’s toolkit. 
 
In uncertain times, great leaders share their vision of the post COVID-19 future with both confidence 
and vulnerability. Clarity of vision, messaging, and action will enable others to focus on that future. 
Successful leaders consistently and clearly speak about what is important to ensure and facilitate the 
action of employees and teammates. In the midst of a crisis, these leaders articulate key points in a 
change message that tells the story of the future of the organization. 
 
While there is a desire to naively say, “We are open for business. We are back to business as usual,” 
that would be risky and may prove to be a missed opportunity to seek new and better ways of doing 
business. The key to creating a viable and successful future is in focusing a company's core mission, 
values, goals, products, and services on what is important for the organization. Great leaders are 
competent in strategic and scenario planning, and they utilize their team to participate in these 
processes. 
 

CASE STUDY: One Silicon Valley company, already investing heavily in their leaders through a 
leadership development program led by the Gratitude Network, has used the current crisis as an 
opportunity to ramp up its leadership development even further and, in doing so, has created 
additional growth opportunities for leaders throughout the organization. They have pivoted the 
existing program to include significantly more connections and interactions in peer groups, providing 
more interaction across teams, and greater support for emerging-level leadership. 
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Being inspirational while discussing objectives and operational oversight in a virtual world is 
challenging. Leaders must lean into empathy, encouraging and respecting boundaries while learning to 

convey priorities via a virtual world. They may need to manage the frequency and duration of calls for 
optimum results. Because the feedback loop has changed, leaders need to share and clarify messages 
about the future to check for understanding and to seek agreement. Being clear about what is 
important will ensure action in others. 
 
Leaders are the preachers in this time when fragility is around every corner; they must maintain 
purposeful connections. 
 

 
TAKEAWAYS 
 
Great leaders earn the trust and confidence of their employees. There is no better way to do this than 
to show empathy, true concern, and a bit of vulnerability. How leaders behave in times of change or 
crisis will impact the long-term success of their employees, their teams, and the company. Personal 

CASE STUDY: The Gratitude Network’s recent work with the CEO of a large builder/contractor led to 
a discussion about the “cadence” of communication, the “style” of communication, and the “clarity” 
of communication. During the past several months, beginning with the COVID-19 crisis, this CEO (from 
his home) has changed the cadence of his team meetings from once a week to every morning, and he 
also added short fifteen-minute “scrub” calls on critical topics for sub-teams. The Chief People Officer 
suggested that this CEO end each week with a video to the entire company in which he transparently 
and succinctly describes the current situation for the company, the strategies to be deployed, and 
examples of employees who are in alignment with the company’s focus. This openness has helped to 
calm the nervousness of employees while recognizing those who are contributing to the “clarity” of 
the mission. Recently, one of the CEO’s mid-level managers mentioned that the transparency of the 
weekly “state of the union” message has cast the CEO as a more human and down-to-earth leader. 
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awareness, understanding of one’s EQ, and the ability to listen and be empathetic are key in ensuring 
tomorrow's success. 
 
The COVID-19 pandemic has created a unique opportunity for deep leadership self-reflection: How can 
I proactively take ownership of my own leadership style and balance? What can I do to impact and lead 
my team? How does the quality of my teams’ collective leadership decisions affect the culture, 
communication, and focus of my entire organization? The pandemic has given us, as leaders, a “glass 
half full/glass half empty” moment. Do we as leaders bemoan the loss of the way it used to be and 
fight against what it is now? Or do we use it as an opportunity to rebuild ourselves, our teams, and our 
organizations to emerge stronger, more empathetic, more agile, and more prepared for the next storm 
that hits? 
 
Great teams can be created or enhanced during times of change. Great leaders share their vision of the 
next normal with both confidence and vulnerability. Clarity of vision, messaging, and action will enable 
others to focus on that future. Successful leaders consistently and clearly speak about what is 
important to ensure and facilitate the action of employees and teammates. Enhancing communication 
in the virtual, socially distant world and having clarity and flexibility around designing the best future 
are imperative skills for our future leaders. Leaders need to understand new decision models and how 
to manage change. 
 
Ultimately, our leadership decisions impact the success or failure of our organization—our people, 
products, customers, culture, and so much more. Top leaders need to be more visible to all levels of 
the organization for transparency of messages, priorities, and goals. In challenging times, over-
communication is the name of the game for building trust for the future. A leader's presence and 
responses must exhibit their empathy for and interest in the employees, the situation, and the 
customers. 
 
Leaders will need to understand that it is not a trade-off between productivity and caring for 
employees. Being present for employees in many different ways—from frequent company 
communications to ad hoc video Q&A sessions—will build the confidence of employees. 
 
This is a moment to examine personal, team, and organizational leadership in the context of a next 
normal. It is an opportunity to examine current methods and assess the potential for enhancement, 
expansion, and a departure from past strategies in order to thrive in our “new reality.” Your employees 
will observe carefully and remember how you behaved as a leader during challenging times. 
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With Gratitude ... to the authors of this piece:  
 Laura Traxler - Board Member, Gratitude Network 
 Ann Singer - Director, Programs, Gratitude Network 
 Randy Haykin - Founder, Gratitude Network 
 
Why did the Gratitude Network author this piece? 
 
The Gratitude Network is a global leadership development organization that works with CEOs, Chief 
People Officers, founders, and emerging leaders and teams.  
 
The Gratitude Network is poised to support leaders in organizations as they navigate their own course 
and build their own “next normal.” 
 
We have successfully piloted a new paradigm of organizational leadership development called GOLD 
(Gratitude Organizational Learning & Development) that is results-driven and includes team learning 
and informative interactions, 1:1 leadership coaching, and cross-functional communication. We are 
currently working with several companies that feel now, more than ever, the need to support their 
leaders as they lay new organizational foundations. 
 
Gratitude GOLD creates the leaders that your organization needs now and in the future.  Our fully 
customizable program is focused on your organizations’ leadership, working across silos, team 
dynamics, accountability and personal leadership.  The program can include as few as six key leaders or 
dozens; we can work with these leaders for six weeks, six months, a year, or longer.  We work with 
senior management to determine your company’s needs and produce a one-of-a-kind experience to 
transform your leadership.   
 
The Gratitude Network and its team of coaches help grow leaders and enable them and their 
organizations to thrive. It doesn’t matter who they are, what they do, where they are or how big or 
small they are. 
 
If you would like to be one of these forward-thinking organizations and would like to learn more about 
our GOLD program, contact: 
 

Ann Singer 
The Gratitude Network 
415-876-9718 / ann@gratitude-network.org 


